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Japanese spitz dog breed

Photo: Shutterstock Have you ever heard someone say that pet owners start to look like their dogs?  Are you one of those pet owners? We spend a lot of time training them, cleaning up after them, feeding them that they may also be one of our children! In this test, we're going to pair you with a dog whose behavior is more similar. Consider this real spirit
animal! Think about it! Some of us follow directions better than others. Just like some great dogs with commands, and some get distracted by every little breeze, many of our human characteristics can be translated into dog attributes. Are you the kind of person who would do anything to treat, or are you more motivated by praise? Knowing the things you want
and how responsive to life will help us find the dog that you have more in common. Do you get a jump when someone knocks on the door, or do you run with excitement to answer it? Depending on how you react, you could be Chihuahua or the German shepherd! Grab yourself bones, and answer this test as sincerely as you can. We'll tell you what dog you
are in and you won't even have to roll over and shake hands to find out the personal answer we can guess your favorite dog forever breeding? 5 min contest 5 minutes personalwhat dog strain your heart guards? 5 minute sin contest 5 minutes personal which dog breed is your soul kind? 5 minute contest 5 minutes personal can us guess your favorite dog
breed? 5 minute sin 5 minute personal quiz What dog strain are you, based on your emotional reactions to these situations? 5 minute contest 5 minutes personality can we guess which dog breed matches your personality? 5 min contest 5 minutes personality Are you more fox, wolf or dog? 5 min contest 5 minutes personalwhat dog strain matches your true
soul? 5 minute sin 5 minute personal quiz What dog breed will you have to embody? 5 min TRIVIA 5 min quiz there are more than 340 breeds of dogs - we'd be impressed if you can name 40! 6 min 6-minute quiz How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is the octane classification? And how do you use a proper name? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks
is playing here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable and easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and great menus, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we always explore
in the name of pleasure! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Play tests are free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking on the registration you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 company subscribe to buzzFeed
Quizzes newsletter - Binge on the latest tests delivered right into your inbox Quizzes newsletter! The best award in the show is one of great submission, especially when it comes to your very own beloved baby dog. Our dogs are woven into the fabric of our lives, making us laugh, cry, and mingle (when we don't want it), and often create great discomforts. But
we love them, we find them the best. While everyone has won a highly biased award for the most beautiful and most lovable, these dogs have been specifically born to be the absolute best in this one thing. Below, find out if your dog breed is the recipient of one of these awards. 1. The best sense of smell bloodhounds have an excellent sense of smell. |
Lakshmi3/iStock/Getty Images It was during the Middle Ages that selective breeding occurred among aromatherapy, and the purpose of this was very clear. What we now know as Bloodhounds, Beagles, Bassett Fishing, and Foxhounds (to name a few) were all born for the purpose of becoming an excellent catch. And that, they are. Research has shown
that Bloodhound smell receptors are 40 times that of humans, making excess discoveries acceptable in court. Next: This dog packs the strongest bite of all. 2. The strongest bite and cangal has a strong bite. | Selcuk1/iStock/Getty Images A Descendant of the Mastiff, Kangal's jaw is a force to be reckoned with. While this ranger dog is more famous for being
loyal and protective, his bite packs more punch. Measured in pound per square inch (PSI), kangal bite strength is recorded at 743 PSI. For reference, rottweiler bite hours are strong at 328 PSI. On the positive side of this, It is also known that Kangal has a very gentle nature and approach to children. Next: This dog may be the ultimate fetcher, but it is the
bark that wins the prize. 3. Top golden bark retriever holds the record for the highest bark. | Jonathandavidsteele/iStock/Getty Images for some reason, dog top bark is always the one that can't seem to zip her snout. Surprisingly, the golden retriever is holding the current record for the highest barking dog. The runner-up is the German shepherd. In this case,
the bigger the dog is really the biggest bark. While the golden retriever's ability to continuously bring the ball and its natural loyalty make the family pet amazing, it's the bark that wins the highest award. Next: Who is the tallest of them all?  4. The longest and Irish wolfhound is the longest among dogs. | Bigandt_Photography/iStock/Getty Images Of
Wolfhound's Irish origin dates back to 7000 B.C. From chasing wolves to being a solid hunt, this breed has evolved into a more relaxed lifestyle as a family pet. When it comes to height, however, this dog excels even the great Dane. Females usually measure about 30 inches in length, while males can be as tall as Inch. Next: The clear vision of these dogs
makes them excellent hunters.  5. Best Whippets Sight has excellent sight. | Onetouchspark/iStock/Getty Images Sighthounds include a variety of breeds who use their eager vision to hunt, rather than a sense of smell. However, it is a combination of great vision with speed and agility that makes hunting head sighthounds. In addition, these dogs have very
large chest cavities to properly hold their hearts and lungs. Common strains of police dogs are greyhounds, Scottish Deerhounds, Borzoa, and Webbits. Next: The 45-mile-per-hour race makes this dog the winner. 6. The fastest greyhound runner will win any race. | SvetaElfimova/iStock/Getty Images There is no doubt about the Greyhounds being the fastest
dogs on earth. After all, everyone gets all dressed up to the bets and watch to see if their dog will win the race. It's a double extended run of greyhounds that you get compared to the pace and style of the cheetah. This type of jogging enables dog paws (and cheetahs) to touch the ground only 25 percent of the time. The sportsmanship of these dogs is truly
impressive. Next: How smart is your dog?  7. The most intelligent and very intelligent. | ttretjak/iStock/Getty Images and poffant is not the only thing that german-born dog has gone for itself. Not only is it fashionable, but it's super smart too. Born for hunting and retrieval of water, the dog breed is considered extremely intelligent and teachable. Non-shedding
fur bonus points is added. The close bridesmaid on the intelligence race is Border Cooley. Check out the cheat sheet on Facebook! 1 of 30 sweet and silly Afghan fishing, this granulated hunting originated in the mountainous region of Afghanistan. Their silky and fine coat served as a protection from the cold at high altitudes and required a lot of grooming. 2
of 30 Alaska Malamute by nature, malamutes are friendly towards humans but troubles with other dogs. They tend to be stubborn and not easy to train, and they prefer to be outdoors. 3 of 30 Staffordshire American Dog-oriented am staff are both guardians of intelligent and natural clowns. They can be a little strong-headed and do better when they're part of
the family 4 of 30 Belgian Malinas these shepherds are incredibly intelligent and loyal protectors, which explains why they're a favorite breed of the army and the Secret Service. It is understood that Malus requires a lot of exercise and motivation, and they're happier with the job to do. 5 of the 30 Bright and loyal Belgian Sheepdog, these dogs worked during
World War II as ambulance couriers. Today herders are known for being versatile, good with children, and protection. 6 of the 30 Porzwe this precious catch, also known as Russian wolfhounds, is surprisingly independent and affectionate. The Russian aristocracy has bred them for hundreds of years to hunt - you guessed it - wolves, and they can reach
speeds of up to 40 miles per hour. 7 out of 30 boxer boxers affectionate and loyal to the point of possession. They complain about strangers but make exceptions for children. They are very smart and ready to please 8 of 30 charming and hurtful bull dog dogs, bull dogs may appear bull but they are actually very friendly, playful, and sometimes goofy. Another
plus? A very short coat requires a little grooming. 9 of the 30 Chesapeake Bay Retriever this loyal and loyal companion craves personal attention. They will tolerate the roughness of children, especially those who want to play. They tend to be more pronounced than other recovered breeds. 10 of the 30 Cooley Coliseums show qualities of loyalty, intelligence
and gentleness, elevating to their hero reputation of Lacey. The desire to please is wired hard in collie's genetic makeup. They're easy to train but tend to be very noisy. 11 of the 30 curly-coated retriever is tremendously intelligent, and these retrievers are both hard workers and affectionate family dogs. As for this thick coat, tight curls allow them to swim in
cold water. 12 of 30 Doberman Pinscher this alarm is loving and faithful to her master but offers a challenge to strangers. Fast in mind and body, they can become excessive if deprived of vigorous exercise every day. Males can be aggressive, and obedience training can be a struggle. 13 of the 30 English Foxhound Bred to run in a pack for miles, these
traditional hunting dogs have incredible stamina and noble stature. They make excellent walking and jogging companions. 14 of the 30 English bearing English bearings are both mellow and cheerful, and can be identified by unique speckled coats. The gentle and affectionate behavior of dogs makes them a great family pet, but they require a lot of exercise.
15 of the 30 flat retrievers are unsurprisingly coated, flat coated retrievers closely associated with their more popular lab counterparts, but they have a longer coat and a smaller silhouette. Bright and eager to please, flat coat can easily become part of the family. 16 of 30 loyal, loving, obedient, and protective German shepherds can make wonderful pets if you
are properly trained. Most form a very strong emotional bond with their owners. They tend to be high-energy and need to exercise regularly. 17 out of 30 German GSPs indicator is so tempered and reasonable, but limitless energy can become destructive if you are not given plenty of time to exercise. They are very smart and trained more often than not, this
is one person. 18 of the 30 German Wirehaired indicator is equally ingenious on the ground and water, and these excited hunting dogs are both affectionate and eager. they're a little taller and heavier than their cousins, and of course possess an adorable shaggy look. 19 of the 30 giant Schnozers is a super-sized version of miniature schnauzers and scales,
and these dogs are quick learners, but also incredibly dynamic. 20 of the 30 golden retriever fun loving playful, this family-friendly dog loves high-energy activities. They are natural clowns, which makes them particularly good treatments. Because of their high intelligence, they are often trained as auxiliary dogs. 21 of Gordon Setter's 30 is larger than Irish or
English drafters, and the Scottish dynasty is hardy and high energy, requiring practice throughout the day. She can be a bit stubborn, but ultimately very sincere and sincere. 22 out of 30 greyhounds most people know greyhounds for their speed (they're the fastest dogs on the planet), but the born racers are also incredibly sweet and charming. We have
been prized as athletes and companions for thousands of years, dating back to the ancient Egyptians in 2900 B.C. 23 of the 30 Irish Setter natural beauty, irish selectors possess distinctive red fur, but there is much more for them than a gorgeous coat. Fishing are also top athletes that love long games of fetch. 24 of the 30 Irish Water Spaniel these spaniels
are both hard working and playful with a definite desire to please. While the curled coat may seem kind of silly, it's actually quite functional with waterproof qualities. 25 of 30 Con Condor von: The combination of Commodore is Komondorok, due to the fact that this working dog hails from Hungary. Traditionally sheep, the Commodore is naturally protected
and known for its strength and courage. The umbilical cord coat helped the guardian blend with the herd, but also looks like an adorable mop! 26 of the 30 Labrador recoverers these family-friendly dogs are non-offensive, eager to please, and outgoing. It appeals to many people for their gentle ways, intelligence, and adaptability. 27 of the 30 happy, lively,
playful poodle, make an excellent family for those who are willing to keep the coat. Breed dogs may probably be the most intelligent and willing to please, making them very easy to train. They're friendly, outgoing, and loving. 28 of the 30 Rhodesia Ridgeback is dignified and even tempered, and is also known to be the African lion breed because of its original
purpose. Today, ridgebacks are smart family protectors and fishing partners. The name itself ridgeback shows where the hair grows forward along the spine. 29 of the 30 greyhounds they may look sensitive, but the greyhounds are surprisingly strong and fast. The ancient Egyptian dynasty is perhaps the oldest of the heaviest in the world. 30 of the 30
Weimaraner babylonian and energetic, and weimaraner can not stand to be confined and can be destructive if not given enough exercise. This one-family dog is not friendly to strangers and is considered too noisy for young children. they And resolute, training can be difficult. Hard.
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